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ENGLISH LANGUAGE WEEKLY ASSIGNMENTS –  CLASSES IX TO XII. 

Date: June 5, 2020 

 You are required to do this assignment in your language note book.  

Class IX  

Question1: Rewrite the following sentences according to the instructions given. Make other changes that may be 

necessary but do not change the meaning of the sentence. 

 a) Lata always confused Mona with her twin, Sona. (Begin: Lata could never.................)  

b) Rekha never thought she would win the contest. (Begin: Little.........................) 

 c) Sunil thought that the meeting would be held next week. ( Begin: Sunil was under........)  

d) Lena had learnt Russian so she had no difficulty in conversing with Mr Krasnov. (Begin: Lena's knowledge.....)  

e) Everyone but the teacher was present. (Begin: The teacher was .....) 

 f) You are a doctor. (Add a question tag.) 

 g) She is terrified at the thought of going out alone. (Use: 'terrifies') 

 h) Of what use is this dress to you? (End with .......you.) 

 i) Put your tools away, people may fall over them. (Use: lest) 

 j) Nobody will deny that she is honest. (Begin: Everyone........)  

Question 2. Letter writing (Informal letter):Recently your class was sent to participate in a Science exhibition 

organized by the State Education Department at the district headquarters. Write a letter to your uncle living in 

Singapore explaining two salient features of the exhibition and stating how the exhibition has enriched you.  

Class X:  

Total English Book  

Test Paper 3  

Do the following questions as instructed.  

Question 1: Composition topic (c) (in language register)  

Question 5: Transformation of sentences (in the text book).  
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Class XI:  

Write a composition (in 400-450 words) on one of the following topics:  

1. ‘As one door closes, another always opens.’ Write an original or imagined story to bring out the truth of the 

statement.  

2. ‘Learning by attending schools or colleges is superior to learning through correspondence.’ Argue either FOR or 

AGAINST the topic. 

 Class XII:  

Write a review (in not more than 500 words) of your favourite T.V. serial. Your review should comprise the 

nature, plot, characters and the message that is being conveyed through the serial. 


